
Task: SKA
Rock Garden
Stage II. Day 1. Source fileska.* 07.02.2007

Available memory: 32 MB.

Vicomte de Bajteaux is the owner of a renowned collection of boulders. Up to now, he has kept it in the
cellars of his palace, but recently, he has decided to display the collection in his vast gardens.

The gardens have a shape of rectangle, whose sides are 1000000000 units long and are parallel to east-
west and north-south geographical directions. For each boulder, the vicomte has determined coordinates of
the point, which he would like it to be placed in (the coordinates are simply distances to the southern and
western side of the garden.), and gave them to his servants. Unfortunately he has forgot to tell them the order
of the coordinates (i.e. for some of the boulders the first coordinate of a point is the so called “y coordinate”,
i.e. the ordinate, while for others the so called “x coordinate”, i.e. the abscissa). The servants, unaware of this
fact, have placed the boulders assuming customary coordinate ordering (as in standard Cartesian coordinates:
the abscissa, commonly known as “x coordinate”, first).

To protect his collection, the vicomte has decided to surround it with a fence. For aesthetic reasons the
fence has to be a rectangle, with sides parallel to the sides of the garden. The garden layout has been planned,
so that the total length of the fence be minimal (i.e. in the space of all coordinate orderings, the original
ordering of vicomte requires the minimal length of the fence- we assume that the rectangle may have sides
of zero length).

The servants have to move the boulders so that the length of the fence required is minimal lest their
mistake become obvious. Each boulder may only be moved in a way that preserves the coordinate set: by
interchanging its coordinates. As the boulders are heavy, the servants would like to minimize their effort, by
minimizing the weight of the boulders to be moved.

Task

Write a programme which:
• reads the present positions of the boulders in the gardens and their respective weights,

• determines a sequence of moves, which minimizes the length of the fence required to protect the
boulders and also minimizes the weight of the boulders to be moved,

• writes the outcome to the standard output.

Input

The first line of the standard input contains a single integern (2≤ n≤ 1000000), denoting the number of boul-
ders in the collection The followingn lines contain three integersxi, yi i mi each (0≤ xi,yi ≤ 1000000000,
1≤ mi ≤ 2000), separated by single spaces, denoting the present coordinates and the weight ofi-th boulder.
No unordered pair of coordinates will appear in the input more than once.

Output

The first line of the standard output should contain two integers, separated by a single space - the minimal
length of fence possible and the minimal weight of the boulders to be moved in order to obtain such a length.
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The second line should contain a sequence ofn zeros and/or ones -i-th element of the sequence should be
a one if in the optimal solution thei-th boulder is to be moved and zero otherwise. Should more than one
correct solutions exist, your programme is to write out any one of them.

Example

For the input data:

5
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1 4 100
2 2 655
3 4 100
5 3 277
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the correct result is:

10 200
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